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WELCOME TO THE CRYOARKS COMMUNITY!

CryoArks is a UK consortium of biobanks, zoos, museums and research
institutes. We aim to enhance diversity, visibility, and availability of zoological
samples in the UK, for research and conservation purposes. It is the UK’s first
comprehensive zoological biobank initiative, funded by BBSRC (Biotechnology
and Biological Sciences Research Council).

As part of the UK’s research and conservation community, we request your
participation by inviting you to join the CryoArks initiative. Being part of CryoArks
will help improve visibility of your sample collection, facilitate access to a wide
range of sample collections, and reduce the need to re-sample from the field. This
is very important at a time when species are under increasing threat and direct
sampling becomes ever more difficult.
There are two ways to participate in CryoArks. You can donate samples (and
associated data) to a CryoArks partner institution, for curation and management.
CryoArks partner facilities are located at the Natural History Museum, National
Museums Scotland and the Royal Zoological Society of Scotland. To do this, please
contact us at enquiries@cryoarks.org.
Alternatively, you can become a CryoArks Member. As a member of the CryoArks
community you agree to maintain your sample collection at your own facility, but
allow the sample data to be shared included in the CryoArks Specify database and
visible on the CryoArks web portal. Sample data will be shared with CryoArks under
a Data Transfer Agreement and researchers can request access to your samples by
submitting a sample application form, available from the CryoArks website.
This guidance is aimed at those who wish to become a CryoArks Member by
submitting their sample data to CryoArks. We can also offer further advice and
guidance about inventorying and managing your frozen sample collection and
data. Please visit cryoarks.org for a full list of the learning resources available.
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CONTRIBUTING SAMPLE COLLECTION DATA

CryoArks partners and members follow the standards and best practices set
out by the International Society for Biological and Environmental Repositories
(ISBER) and the Global Genome Biodiversity Network (GGBN). By becoming a
CryoArks Member we ask that you agree:

1. To submit your data under a CryoArks Data Transfer Agreement
(DTA)
This will outline your responsibilities as a collection holder/owner.

2. To uphold best practices and standards required for maintaining
biological repositories (as outlined by ISBER and GGBN)
ISBER: isber.org/
GGBN: wiki.ggbn.org/ggbn/Documents

3. That sample data supplied to CryoArks can be made visible on the
publicly accessible CryoArks database
Sample data supplied to CryoArks will be visible on a searchable, publicly
accessible CryoArks database (Specify) as detailed in the DTA.

4. To store your frozen collection in suitable facilities, capable of
maintaining temperatures between -20°C to -196°C
CryoArks can provide advice on how to archive samples for easy retrieval
and make recommendations of suitable equipment.

5. To monitor the conditions of your sample storage areas
CryoArks can supply examples of monitoring forms and advise on suitable
real time/remote monitoring systems if desirable.
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6. To share samples requested by third parties via the CryoArks
request procedure in a timely manner
We aim to supply samples within two months following approval by the
CryoArks Sample Acquisition and Loans Committee. Requests will be
forwarded to the CryoArks member for preparation. CryoArks members
are responsible for agreeing their own terms of loan with the requesting
researcher.

7. To keep accurate sample records and alert CryoArks when a sample
has expired
It is important that the CryoArks database lists only samples that are
available for researchers to request.

8. To submit accurate sample data to the CryoArks database
CryoArks can assist in formatting sample data for submission to the
CryoArks database, but the collection owner is responsible for ensuring the
data are of good quality.

9. To comply with UK GDPR and retain personal data supplied by
CryoArks for the purpose of supplying requested samples only
Contact details for the requesting third party will be supplied by CryoArks
to enable samples to be shipped. Discussions about shipment costs should
be taken up between the supplying institution and the sample recipient.

10. To have the following institutional documentation in place:
•

Material Transfer Agreement (MTA; where required)

•

Loan agreement with Terms & Conditions

•

Access and Benefits sharing policy

Examples of these documents can be found in the following section.
CryoArks can also provide suitable work-flows for managing sample
collections and processing requests.
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SAMPLE DOCUMENTATION

Examples of documentation used by CryoArks partners and collaborating
biobanks to manage collections are provided here. These are intended to assist
CryoArks members in generating their own documents. These include:

1. Museum Material Transfer Agreement (MTA)
Suitable for accepting samples from field studies into a museum collection.
Ensures the samples held in a collection are eligible for biobank use.

2. Zoo Material Transfer Agreement (MTA)
Used for accepting samples from captive animals (e.g. from zoos or
aquaria) into a collection. Ensures samples held are eligible for biobank
use and takes into consideration the requirements of the zoo and aquaria
community. NB: Specific MTAs exist for direct submission to the EAZA
biobank or Frozen Ark. Please visit their websites for further information.

3. Museum Loan Agreement
Includes terms and conditions required by museum institutions and
outlines the agreement between the institutions borrowing and loaning
the samples.

4. Zoo and Aquaria Loan Agreement
Includes terms and conditions for accessing samples from the zoo and
aquaria community, through the EAZA biobank.

5. Shipping Inventory and Receipt
To track the shipment and receipt of loaned samples, ensuring full
traceability.

6. Access and Benefits Sharing Policy
Institutional web page outlining requirements of compliance with the
terms of the Nagoya Protocol on sample acquisition and use.
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The following pages contain examples of documentation used by CryoArks
partners and collaborating biobanks.
They are provided here as examples only, to demonstrate a possible basic
structure of the documents your organisation may wish to include; however,
they cannot foresee all possible situations and specific issues that may
be relevant to your situation. As such, these documents are provided for
reference only, without any express or implied warranty as to their suitability
and should therefore be used at your own risk.
You are encouraged to produce your own version the required documents,
and discuss them with Research Managers and other relevant personnel at
your institution before use.
There is no requirement to use these specific examples for participation in
CryoArks.
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I. MUSEUM MTA 1/4

Material Transfer Agreement
This Agreement is made the …………… day of …………….. 201[ ] between the Trustees of
the Natural History Museum, Cromwell Road, London SW7 5BD (the Museum) and the donor (the Donor) named below. This Agreement constitutes a binding contract for the transfer
of the items listed in Part 1 below to the Museum upon the terms and subject to the conditions attached at Part 2 (the Terms and Conditions).
PART 1 Donor and Items

Donor’s name
Donor’s company number (if applicable)

[If applicable if not delete this box]

Donor’s contact details
Name of person authorised to act on behalf of
the Donor
Items

[If applicable if not delete this box]
Those item(s) listed in Schedule 1 which are to be transferred to the Museum in accordance with this Agreement.

Item Data

Item Data Format
Restrictions on Item Data
Use
Documentation
Delivery Arrangements

The data to be supplied by the Donor to the Museum that
relates to the Items including: [insert details – e.g. full collecting data and as deep a taxonomic determination as
possible.]
[insert details of the format you require the Item Data to be
provided in]
[Insert details or delete this text box]

The documents relating to the Items which are listed at
Schedule 2 and which are appended to this Agreement.
[insert details – e.g. date / time of delivery / which party
bears the cost of transport, etc]
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MUSEUM MTA 2/4

Part 2 Terms and Conditions
Definitions
1. Terms defined in Part 1 of this Agreement shall have the meaning specified in Part 1
when used in these Terms and Conditions.
Warranties and gift of the Items
2. The Donor warrants that it is the owner of the Items, and that it has full power to transfer
ownership of the Items to the Museum.
3. The Donor hereby transfers title in the Items to the Museum.
4. The Donor warrants that the Items have not been:
a. stolen or looted from their rightful owners or country of origin;
b. obtained by violent means (including during an armed conflict in the country of
origin);
c. obtained in violation of the legislation of their country of origin (i.e. obtained without the necessary permits);
d. exported illegally or illicitly from their country of origin; or
e. imported illegally or illicitly into the UK.
5. The Donor warrants that it will make no subsequent claim to ownership of the Items
following the execution of this Agreement.
6. The Museum acknowledges that the Donor makes no warranty as to the condition of the
Items.

Acceptance of the gift
7. The Museum hereby undertakes that it will accept the gift of the Items from the Donor,
and will use and manage the Items in accordance with its policies, as updated from time
to time, and will assume all costs of storage and preservation for the Items from the date
of delivery to the Museum.
8. The Donor shall deliver or shall arrange for delivery of the Items in accordance with the
Delivery Arrangements detailed at Part 1 (or as otherwise agreed in writing between the
parties).
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MUSEUM MTA 3/4

11. If any Restrictions on Item Data as specified in Part 1, the Museum shall comply with
such restrictions.
Information and Data
12. The Donor acknowledges that the Museum is subject to the requirements of the Freedom
of the Freedom of Information Act 2000 and shall assist and cooperate with the Museum
to enable it to comply with its information disclosure obligations under the same.
13. Unless expressly agreed otherwise in writing between the Donor and the Museum, the
Museum and any wholly owned subsidiary of the Museum shall be entitled to refer to
the Donor by name as the donor of the Items, including but not limited to in response to
enquiries. The Museum shall comply with its obligations under the Data Protection Act
1998 in processing personal data.

Intellectual Property
14. To the extent that the Donor owns the copyright or any other intellectual property rights in
the Items, the Donor hereby assigns such rights to the Museum
15. Unless otherwise agreed in writing between the parties, the Donor hereby assigns to the
Museum the copyright and any other intellectual property rights in the Item Data.
Law and Jurisdiction.
16. This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of
England and the parties hereby submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts.
Execution
The parties shall sign below to record their intention to be bound to this Agreement. This
Agreement shall take effect from the date of signature.
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MUSEUM MTA 4/4

Schedule 1
Items
LIST AND/OR DESCRIBE THE ITEMS BEING DONATED

Schedule 2
Documentation

Copies of the relevant documentation as indicated below (please tick boxes or insert details)
are attached to this Agreement. The Museum can only accept Items where the original permit(s) or other agreement(s) with the Country of Origin allows transfer to the Museum. Provided that copies of these permit(s) or other agreement(s) are made available to the Museum
prior to or at the time of the transfer of the Items, the Museum will abide with any terms that
were originally imposed on the Donor by the Country of Origin.

Collecting permit
Export Permit
Import Permit
Mutually Agreed Terms (MAT)
Prior Informed Consent (PIC)
Letter informing Country of Origin of 3rd Party Transfer
Internationally Recognised Certificate of Compliance Number/s
CITES Registration code of
supplier
Other (please specify e.g. hazard statement; conservation or
preservation history)
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II. ZOO MTA 1/5
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ZOO MTA 2/5
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ZOO MTA 3/5
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ZOO MTA 4/5
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ZOO MTA 5/5
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III. MUSEUM LOAN AGREEMENT 1/3
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MUSEUM LOAN AGREEMENT 2/3
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MUSEUM LOAN AGREEMENT 3/3
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IV. ZOO LOAN AGREEMENT 1 /3
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ZOO LOAN AGREEMENT 2/3
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ZOO LOAN AGREEMENT 3/3
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V. SHIPPING INVENTORY & RECEIPT 1 /3

NATURAL SCIENCES OUTGOING RESEARCH LOAN BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
SHIPMENT INVOICE, INVENTORY AND RECEIPT
1) Ship to

Company Name:
Street Av.:
Town/Area Code:
State/Country:
Contact Name:
Tel No/E-mail:

2) Air waybill No (if applicable):

Carrier:
No. of Pieces:
Total Weight:
Dimensions cms:

3) Full Description of Goods:
Zoological museum specimens [insert method of packing here e.g. on dry ice Class 9
UN1845 or, in ethanol etc] in accordance with dangerous goods transportation regulations
Category B UN3373.
For scientific study only – Non-infectious, non-toxic, non-hazardous, no commercial value.
Inert biological specimens, non-pathogenic, and without economic value, for use in academic research.
4) Total value for Customs:

£

5) Name & Address of Sender:

Sender name
Address Line 1:

National Museum Collection Centre

Address Line 2:

242 West Granton Road

Address Line 3:

Edinburgh,

Address Line 4:

EH5 1JA

Tel No/Email:
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SHIPPING INVENTORY & RECEIPT 2/3

6) Reason for Export:

For scientific study only

7) Declaration:
I declare that the above information is true and correct to the best of my knowledge.
For and on behalf of the National Museum Scotland.
Name (in print):
Signature:
Position in Company:
Date:
8) Specimens contained in this consignment
Loan Application Reference:
For uses under the Terms and Conditions on Loan Agreement No:
Item

Sample ID/Barcode

Family/Species

Sample
type

Notes

CITES Listed Y/N

(Mark here if an additional sample list is attached ☐)
To the borrower
Please take the time to inspect this shipment and compare the contents listed to those detailed in
the Loan Agreement (referenced above).
Complete two copies of the following ‘Receipt (out)’ form and return one to the National Museums
Scotland. Retain the second copy for your records.
Please inform a member of National Museum Scotland staff as soon as possible to confirm receipt of
the parcel and let them know if the items do not reach you in a suitable condition or if you identify
any discrepancies.
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SHIPPING INVENTORY & RECEIPT 3/3

RECEIPT (OUT)
National Museums of Scotland Ref (Loan Agreement Number):
The items detailed in Section 8 of this document are being supplied by for and on behalf of the National
Museums of Scotland:
Signed:

..........................................................................................................

Print name: ..........................................................................................................
Official title: .........................................................................................................
Date:

..........................................................................................................

The items detailed in Section 8 of this document were received for and on behalf of the Borrower:
Signed:

..........................................................................................................

Print name: ..........................................................................................................
Official title: .........................................................................................................
Date:

..........................................................................................................

One copy to be retained by the borrower, the other to be retained by National Museums of Scotland.
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VI. MUSEUM ABS WEB PAGE 1/1

Online at nms.ac.uk/collections-research/our-research/collections-and-research-policies/
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CRYOARKS INFORMATION RESOURCES

Sample curation begins when a sample is first collected. CryoArks encourages
individual institutions to adopt best practices for acquiring and maintaining their
frozen sample collections. Further resources to support this are available on the
CryoArks website (cryoarks.org). These include:

CryoArks information flyers
These explain the CryoArks biobank initiative and provide details of the
CryoArks website and contacts. A version for zoos and aquaria containing
details of the EAZA Biobank sample collection protocol, is available.

Guidance on how to inventory your sample collection
This guides collection managers through the process of reviewing and
documenting the contents of a frozen sample collection.

Initial and thorough data collection sheet templates
These provide a structure to document an inventoried collection.

Guidance on how to train your team to conduct and inventory
This guides collection managers through the training needed to review and
document the contents of a frozen sample collection.

CryoArks data template (and guidance on how to use it)
A comprehensive and editable Excel spreadsheet that includes fields commonly
used in university, zoo and museum databases. This is the template that
underpins the CryoArks database. Collections are welcome to use it for their
own databasing requirements or to list samples intended for submission to a
CryoArks hub.

Sampling protocol posters and freezer box labels
Designed to be displayed in areas where sample collectors work. This aims to
encourage researchers to consider biobanking requirements during routine
sampling or fieldwork.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Samples and storage
What type of sample/data are held in the CryoArks database?
Frozen tissues, blood and DNA are the main sample types. CryoArks will also
accept other samples e.g. cell lines, mixed environmental samples, DNA
storage cards, etc., and can advise on suitable storage facilities for the storage
of animal cell lines and gametes. Whole voucher specimens are valuable too
and may also be submitted. Data includes the sample information, owner
details and restrictions on use (e.g. Access and Benefit Sharing requirements).

How much of a sample does there need to be?
Ideally, a minimum of 100µL aqueous gDNA, 100µL blood and/or 1cm3
tissue should be available, but we understand the volume may be less. We
encourage listing all samples you wish to make available to the wider research
community.

How many samples per species should be available?
Any number of samples can be submitted but ideally multiple samples should
be available, including different body tissues (e.g. blood, heart, muscle, liver
etc.). Collections may also include population genetics surveys, some of which
include samples taken from many hundreds of individuals of a single species.
We recognise the value of these sample/data combinations.

What should the samples be stored in (storage medium etc.)?
Tissue samples should be stored frozen or in a small amount of >95%
analytical grade ethanol. Aqueous DNAs in sterile distilled water, TE buffer
or freeze dried (please specify). Blood should be stored in EDTA not heparin.
Other storage media may also be welcome depending on sample type and will
be considered on a case-by-case basis.
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Can I send/list whole animal bodies to the biobank?
We would like to know if you have whole body specimen “vouchers” linked to
the tissue/DNA in your collection. Alternatively, you can donate whole bodies
to a CryoArks museum partner (NMS or NHM) where they will be accessioned
into the museum’s collection and a sample will be taken for the biobank.

What facilities do I need to store Biobank samples?
You will need to have access to a freezer between -20°C and -80°C, or -196°C
(Liquid Nitrogen) storage facilities. The facility should be one that is monitored
to ensure it remains at the correct temperature; ideally in real-time with a 24/7
alarm system to alert staff when there is a freezer failure.

How old can the samples be?
Samples should have been transferred to frozen storage as soon as possible
after they were collected. Fresh samples are preferable but we also appreciate
the value of some older samples. Those with an unknown storage history can
also be submitted if the quality of the genetic content can be demonstrated.

Who can help me organise my sample collection?
There are guidance documents available at cryoarks.org that will help you
organise your samples and data. Within the UK, CryoArks may also be able to
arrange for someone to help you sort through your sample collection. For
more information, contact enquiries@cryoarks.org

How much sample data do I need to have to submit it to CryoArks?
Where possible, the mandatory fields on the CryoArks Data Template should
be made available. These will be stated on the accompanying Data Transfer
Agreement and details can be found on the CryoArks website. We understand
that some legacy collections will not have all of the required data and we are
happy to discuss this on a case-by-case basis.
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Sample and data ownership
If I submit my sample data to the biobank but retain ownership of the
samples, can I still use the samples for my own purposes?
Yes of course! Terms and conditions for the submission of data only will be
agreed in advance using the CryoArks Data Transfer Agreement (DTA).

I don’t know where the samples came from originally, can I still
biobank them or the data?
In many cases yes, after some provenance checks agreed on the DTA (not
knowingly sourced unethically, etc.) and with all gaps in provenance and
source origin recorded for transparency.

The samples in my freezers don’t belong to me, can I still submit the
data as part of the collection?
No. You should contact the owner of the samples to obtain consent for
biobanking before submitting the data or donating the samples.

Do I have to give up ownership of the samples/data?
No. If you are submitting data only to the CryoArks database you do not have
to give up ownership. If you decide to donate your samples to CryoArks, you
transfer ownership to a CryoArks partner. If you would like a CryoArks partner
to store your samples without transferring ownership, charges may be applied
to store the samples in the future.

Who will own the samples if I donate them to the biobank?
Samples that are donated to a CryoArks partner will be owned by that
institution and will be managed according to CryoArks standards and the
institutions management policies and procedures.
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Sample access and use
If I submit the sample data only to the Biobank, can I donate the samples
later?
Yes. The data can be submitted first with a Data Transfer Agreement (DTA), then
samples can be transferred at a later date under a Material Transfer Agreement
(MTA) if you choose to donate the samples.

Who will decide who can have access to my samples and/or data?
Applications for sample use will be reviewed by the CryoArks Samples
Acquisitions and Loans Committee. If you retain the right to have the final
permission on usage, the Committee will make a recommendation to you on
the basis of the application form.

Can I access my samples if I donate them to the biobank?
Samples that are donated to CryoArks partner institutions can be accessed by
completing a sample request form on the CryoArks website, or by submitting
a copy of the request to enquiries@cryoarks.org. If there is sufficient quantity,
you can also donate part of the sample and retain the remainder for your own
use.

If I am asked to supply samples for a CryoArks application, can I refuse?
If the request violates the principles you set out on the Data Transfer Agreement
(DTA) when submitting the sample data, then yes.

If I change my mind, can I withdraw my sample data after it has been
submitted?
Yes. On receipt of a formal written request, CryoArks will delete your data from
the database and inform you when this has been done.

Who will pay for sample shipment if I need to send samples out?
Details of the costs involved in preparing and shipping samples should be
agreed between the supplying institution and the loanee. Where large numbers
of samples and/or specific shipment terms are requested, the sample recipient
will be expected to cover all associated costs. These details should be agreed
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Who will be able to see my sample data?
The Data Transfer Agreement (DTA) will outline the terms under which your
data can be made available on the publicly accessible CryoArks database. This
means that any data you chose to make available will be visible by anyone
using the database. Data embargo periods can be set up and lifted on agreed
dates as requested by the data owner.

How can I track research outcomes and benefits produced from the
samples I send out (for my institutional MTA compliance and Key
Performance Indicators)?
CryoArks will request information about any submission of data to public
databases, publications, grant applications and biobank citations resulting
from the use of your sample data and/or samples. This information will be
referenced on the CryoArks database. Further communications about sample
data use can be agreed between the supplying institution and the sample
loanee on the associated institutional loan agreement (a template of this is
available in this pack).

Documentation
What documentation do I need to have in place to manage my samples
according to CryoArks standards?
CryoArks partners and member institutions (those submitting sample data only
to the CryoArks database) are, in so far as possible, expected to follow ISBER
and GGBN best practice guidelines for the management of biological sample
collections. As a minimum, we advise that institutions have their own Material
Transfer Agreement (MTA) and Loan Agreement in place to document samples
coming in to and going out of their collection. CryoArks members are also
required to ensure that their institution is aware of and implements biological
resource handling in accordance with the Nagoya Protocol on Access and
Benefit-sharing.
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FURTHER RESOURCES

Please visit cryoarks.org/resources for more information and guidelines about
sample collection and management.

CryoArks also has a collection of bite sized training videos available on our
YouTube channel.

For further information about general best practice guidelines, visit the ISBER
and GGBN websites.
If you have any other queries relating to the submission of data or samples
to the CryoArks initiative, or would like to discuss further sharing of the
information available on our platforms, please contact us at enquiries@
cryoarks.org.

Within the UK, the CryoArks Biobank Initiative is collaborating with:
The European Association of Zoos and Aquaria (EAZA) Biobank to collect and
manage samples from zoo and aquaria animals. For more information, please
visit the EAZA website (eaza.net/conservation/research/eaza-biobank/).
The Frozen Ark to collect, preserve and store tissue, gametes, viable cells
and DNA samples from endangered animals for use in both conservation
programmes and to enable society to benefit itself and all life on Earth. For
more information, please visit frozenark.org.
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NOTES
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We hope you have found this information
pack helpful and that you will consider
joining the cryoarks community!

HOW TO GET IN TOUCH
CryoArks Main Office
Organisms and Environment Division
School of Biosciences
Cardiff University
The Sir Martin Evans Building
Museum Avenue
Cardiff CF10 3AX
Wales, UK
@cryoarks
enquiries@cryoarks.org
Visit our website www.cryoarks.org

